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Musculoskeletal Injury
Prevention
Musculoskeletal injuries (MSIs) can occur suddenly or
develop over a period of weeks, months or even years.
Some task demands, or ways in which we perform tasks, can
put strain on our bodies and result in a MSI.
Here are some examples of what you can do to reduce or
prevent MSIs.
Bending movements can be reduced by:
Ÿ using lift tables, conveyors and similar mechanical
aids;
Ÿ raising the work level;
Ÿ positioning all material at work level;
Ÿ avoiding unnecessary lowering of items that will
later be lifted; and
Ÿ eliminating excessive forward reaches.
Twisting and reaching motions can be reduced by:
Ÿ positioning all tools and materials in front of (and
close to) the employees;
Ÿ enabling the item to be kept close to the body;
Ÿ reducing size and shape of item being handled;
Ÿ using conveyors, chutes, slides or turntables to
change the materials flow direction;
Ÿ providing sufficient work space for the employee's
whole body to turn; and
Ÿ improving layout of the work station and/or area.
Pushing and pulling forces can be reduced by:
Ÿ using powered conveyors, powered trucks or movers
and slides, rollers or chutes;
Ÿ reducing load weight (eg. use non-powered
conveyors, carts, monorails and similar aids;
Ÿ use four-wheel hand trucks/hand trolleys with large
diameter wheels or castors appropriate to the
particular surfaces;
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Ÿ maintain equipment and floor surfaces and use
mechanical pushers or pullers); and
Ÿ reducing the distance to be traveled by improving
work area layout, relocating production or storage
area, or making a similar system change.

Lifting and lowering forces can be reduced by:
Ÿ eliminating the need to manually do the task by
using: lift tables, mechanical lifts, cranes, hoists,
balancers, drum and barrel dumpers, work
dispensers, elevating conveyors and similar aids; and
by raising the work level, lowering the position of
the employee and by using gravity dumps and
chutes;
Ÿ reducing item weight (eg., reduce: the load size; the
amount containers can hold; the weight of the
container; the load in each container, and the
number of items lifted or lowered at one time);
Ÿ grouping items so that they can be handled
collectively by mechanical means (for example,
placing several items on a fork lift pallet for transfer);
Ÿ holding the item close to the body (this can be
achieved by making the shape of items/containers
easy to hold, providing suitable grips or handles,
providing greater access to the load and by
improving workplace layout); and
Ÿ changing lifting and lowering actions to pushing or
pulling. To be effective, formal inspections cannot be
done in isolation, they must be part of an overall
OHS program aimed at preventing illness and injury.

Discussion
Ask the crew to
share their
experiences
with MSIs and
any ideas they
may have to
reduce the risk
of MSIs.

